BLUE GUIDE

At Your Convenience:
Employee Self-Service
Streamlines HR, Saves Money,
Engages Staff
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Most people today are all for taking care of business
themselves. We expect self-serve gas pumps, self-checkout
at the grocery store, self-check-in at the airport kiosk,
do-it-yourself car washes, self-checkout of library books,
and more. Self-service is on your schedule, at your pace, at
your convenience. And today’s workforce has come to
expect that same level of self-service while on the clock at
work.

OVERVIEW
In an increasingly digital world, HR self-service is becoming a way of life for many companies – a shift that is
still happening and is largely driven by the demand of employees for automation in the workplace. Employee
self-service (ESS) systems are not new, but adoption of such technology was once only reserved for enterprises
with thousands of employees. The good news for today’s workforce is that technology has both improved and
moved down-market, meaning any business that can access the internet can offer such a benefit to their
employees. Doing so can allow employees to perform a variety of administrative HR tasks themselves, sans
paper and sans HR contact – both of which can have a tremendously positive impact on efficiency and
recordkeeping. At a basic level, ESS systems allow employees to:

Obtain online
pay slips;

View and print
Form W-2;

View and update bank
account information for
direct deposit;

Confirm employer-initiated
employment status, rate of
pay, or other changes;

Update personal information,
such as address, phone
number, and educational
experience; and

View federal, state, or local
tax withholding information.
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More sophisticated employee self-service systems can give employees the ability to choose benefits and add
dependents, review performance evaluations, enroll in online training classes, adjust contributions to their 401(k)
plan, and more. Many self-service providers also offer analyses of workers’ use of the portal, and provide data
on the most- and least-used tools.
Managers and HR administrators can use employee self-service systems to implement career development
material, help with recruitment and hiring, and oversee and approve scheduling and payment issues. These
systems enable HR professionals to create and apply content; show employee data, such as job categories and
benefit choices; and adjust permissions to allow or restrict access to certain areas of the portal.
An effective self-service portal can reduce administrative workloads for HR teams, giving them more time to
pursue corporate strategic goals. In fact, according to the 2017 Paychex Pulse of HR Survey, 75 percent of
respondents said that HR technology has enabled them to become more strategic and efficient on the job.
The convenience of employee self-service may also improve worker satisfaction with the company. However,
to avoid the appearance of disengagement and depersonalization, and to encourage employee participation in
automated services, businesses must implement self-service thoughtfully.
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EMPLOYEES WANT SELF-SERVICE
Employees in most industries today expect at least some degree of
computerized interaction on the job — and want it that way when it
comes to personnel tasks. The Paychex Small Business Survey* found
that 80 percent of respondents prefer to accomplish certain tasks —
from updating personal information to managing benefits to recording
time worked — via an electronic device rather than a paper form.

Other Key Findings

The days of engaging HR to perform standard tasks, such as those
listed to the right, are fading fast. Workers today want to accomplish
these routine actions in just a few clicks or taps.

73 percent of employees
indicated that they expect
an employer today to
provide self-service for
basic tasks, such as the
ability to update one’s
address, enter a life
event, fill out tax forms,
report hours, and manage
retirement accounts.

One more stipulation
on the technology side
Any business seeking to adopt HR software with
employee self-service capabilities must have
the strongest, most up-to-date internet security
and a commitment to protecting the privacy of
employee data. Workers will likely hesitate to use
a system they don’t deem safe, and the business
may be liable if security is breached.
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The top five tasks
respondents would rather
do themselves than contact
HR are: updating personal
information, managing
time off, viewing payroll
information, reporting
hours worked, and
viewing work schedules.

EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES
FIND BENEFITS IN SELF-SERVICE
Employee self-service offers significant advantages to companies and employees alike, including increased
efficiency, greater accuracy, better recordkeeping, and improved responsiveness to employees.

INCREASED EFFICIENCY

Self-service technology can help companies simplify processes,
reducing redundant data entry and possibly the number of people
who have to handle the data, since employees can enter their own
information into the system. This is particularly useful for firms with
high turnover, such as those employing seasonal workers or with
staff members based in multiple locations.
Employee self-service allows quick and easy updates, which can
be communicated to large or selected groups of people. Changes
can often be automated, without the need for a human to key in
data.
HR staff can spend less time on paperwork and instead focus on
the needs of employees and strategic, business-building issues.
Cost savings result when HR staff has less paperwork, fewer
employee inquiries, payroll upkeep, and other administrative
duties. Companies spend less on paper forms, printing, and
postage, and gain physical space once used for file storage.

GREATER ACCURACY

When individuals self-report information, there may be less
chance of an error.
Online forms that require sequential input of data avert skipping
essential parts of a process and key information.
A central, online location for HR information and data entry
accessible to all individual employees simplifies tasks and reduces
confusion.
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EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES
FIND BENEFITS IN SELF-SERVICE
BETTER RECORDKEEPING

Inputting and saving data online allows easier recordkeeping for
taxes, regulatory compliance, and legal observance.
Online documentation allows companies to establish and adhere
to standardized processes.
Better records enhance the ability to track, measure, and analyze
data, such as recruitment and retention trends, and participation in
company programs and benefits.

IMPROVED RESPONSIVENESS TO EMPLOYEES

It’s easier to access information, rather than parsing multiple
documents in multiple locations.
Instant availability of information, in any location with online
access, can help staff feel empowered.
Information tailored for employees encourages involvement and
awareness of targeted services and information.
Communicate with the workforce reciprocally— as online platforms
can offer give-and-take dialogue, rather than just top-down
messaging. Self-service portals can give employees a voice and
allow them to feel they’re an integral part of company processes.
Employees have the ability to provide input and may feel greater
engagement in the company. They may be able to make
significant contributions and better-informed decisions.

Company leaders should recognize, however, that not every employee will immediately adjust to finding and
completing documents on their own. They may prefer reaching out to the HR department. Counteract any
hesitation and encourage self-service adoption by providing thorough training and stressing the benefits
of immediate access to information. Employee self-service analytics can even determine who among your
workforce isn’t using the system or is using it incorrectly, and may benefit from additional training.
If, after implementation, HR staff still fields questions about information available on the self-service portal,
consider encouraging managers to politely remind employees to go online for answers.
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ENSURE THE SUCCESS OF YOUR SELF-SERVICE
The first step in adopting an employee self-service system is partnering with a reputable vendor. Look for a
company with a proven track record in the technology, an established presence in the marketplace, financial
stability, and outstanding customer service. You want a firm that offers flexible solutions that can be scaled to
your company’s size and tailored to its specific needs.
Once you’ve chosen and installed a self-service system, help promote your workforce’s use of and foster their
comfort with the technology. Strive to:
Maximize participation by ensuring that the system is user-friendly, straightforward, logical, and
intuitive. It should not require complicated directions that could confuse or discourage use.
Place a premium on security and confidentiality of users’ information. Employees must have
confidence in the self-service system’s ability to protect their data.
Allocate sufficient funds to maintain, update, and protect the system — and ensure the budget
is supported to handle surprises.
Ensure that everyone — groups as well as individuals — receive sufficient time and
training. Online tutorials, Q&As, and practice sessions can all help staff get familiar with the
technology.
Develop creative solutions for employees who may not have online access. This could mean
installing computer kiosks at work sites, or providing mobile devices for off-site workers.
Offer alternative ways of enrolling for benefits or obtaining information from workers
who can’t gain online access, aren’t comfortable with a computer, or need a reasonable
accommodation. For example, a firm could establish a toll-free number where employees can
reach out to HR representatives.
Demonstrate that management hears employee concerns and suggestions. Strive to keep
all online information up to date, maintain a feedback conduit for staff, and respond as quickly as
possible to online communications.
Put a premium on customer service, understanding that self-service is a tool, not a
replacement, for communicating with employees. Make clear that “self” in self-service does not
mean that employees are on their own when it comes to handling payroll, tax, and benefits issues.
Self-service allows human resource professionals to apply their strengths in employee interactions,
with a greater ability to respond quickly and effectively.
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CONCLUSION
Self-service can offer tremendous advantages for both HR staff and employees, delivering information and
benefits with efficiency. And increasingly, employees want — even expect — a self-service component in HR
interactions. When adequately supported and implemented, the technology can complement, rather than
replace, personal interaction.

*About the Paychex Small Business Survey
The employer portion of the Paychex Small Business Survey was administered by
Bredin, a third-party research firm specializing in small and medium-sized businesses.
The online survey was conducted between November 17, 2017 and November 23, 2017
and polled 257 principals of U.S. companies with 2-500 employees. Paychex also polled
404 full-time U.S. employees working in organizations with less than 1,000 employees.
The survey was conducted online via SurveyMonkey Audience between November 21,
2017 and November 29, 2017.
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ABOUT PAYCHEX
Paychex, Inc. is a leading provider of integrated human capital management solutions for payroll, HR,
retirement, and insurance services. By combining its innovative software-as-a-service technology
and mobility platform with dedicated, personal service, Paychex empowers small- and medium-sized
business owners to focus on the growth and management of their business. Backed by 45 years of
industry expertise, Paychex serves approximately 605,000 payroll clients as of May 31, 2016 across
more than 100 locations and pays one out of every 12 American private sector employees. Learn more
about Paychex by visiting www.paychex.com, and stay connected on Twitter (twitter.com/paychex) and
LinkedIn (linkedin.com/company/paychex).

855-973-2408
pay x.me /ess

